
HTR Bobcat Beta
http://htr2.com

Revision v1.2

1. Added the capability of downloading comma delimited full result charts.
File Specs: http://htr2.com/km/pdf/Comma_Delimited_Charts_Spec.pdf

2. Scratches are now automatically removed from the export when they become
available on HDW’s servers.

3. The file names saved to disk now contain the new track names instead of the old
names, e.g. “CRC” is now “GPW” in the filename etc.

4. Field 9: Added more distinctions for the Race Types: Stakes Handicaps, Maiden
Stakes, Starter Optional Claiming, Waiver Claiming and Waiver Maiden Claiming.

5. Users are now able to view the track list in 3 ways:

A) The last 45 days
B) The latest day available
C) The next latest day available

Requirements
Windows XP Service Pack 3 (SP3) and upwards.

http://htr2.com/
http://htr2.com/km/pdf/Comma_Delimited_Charts_Spec.pdf


Installation
It is recommended to uninstall the older beta first and then install this new version 1.2.
The “Select Date(s) and “Selected” areas are the two settings that
determine what is going to be downloaded or exported.

Note: It doesn’t matter what is showing in the green Track List
selection area. The Track List functions are only to select what tracks
go into selected area on the right. (See an example of this on the next
page)



Here the user selected the “Next Latest” available date to view
tracks running on that day only and in this case, 10/27/16 as shown
at the top. Notice that only 3 tracks show as selected but 5 are
showing in the “Selected Tracks” box on the right. This is because
only 3 of the tracks are running on that day.

If the user starts the download or export, the HTR Bobcat will still
process all 5 tracks for the dates selected on the left.

You can always select the “Unselect All Tracks” button and click
only the tracks you want.

Remember that the Track List is for only adding or removing tracks
in the “Selected Tracks” box.



All of the above choices reflect what is available on the HDW server after “Get
Available Tracks” is selected.

All – All available files for the last 45 days.

Latest – The most recent date available.

Next Latest – The next latest date available.

If “Download All Tracks” is selected you will see “ALL” in the Selected Tracks list.

It doesn’t matter if a track is showing or selected in the Track List viewer. All
tracks available on the HDW server for the date(s) on the left will be processed.

We hope you enjoy the HTR Bobcat.


